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MAMMA MIOUNNE
THE MOVIE

One guild Mother, Three possible baby Daddies,
A trip to Gridania you will never forget!

____________                     _____________
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Halone
1st astral moon

( January )

YYou love new ideas, Halone 
and this moon will bring plenty 
of new ideas into your house 
of quests and adventures. 
Starting on the 20th your brain 
will fill up with so any ques-
tions that you need answered. 
Find new classes to learn and Find new classes to learn and 
experience.

In your travels to find enlight-
enment, you might just meet 
someone just like you who 
loves ideas and new thoughts. 

Nymeia
2nd umbral moon

( April )

Even when things are going Even when things are going 
your way, Nymeia there is 
still room for trouble. Stay 
focused and calm; be collect-
ed. Persistence will pay off in 
dividends. 

On the 4th through the 6th of 
the moon you will love every-
thing about your career. 
Things are great and going 
your way and you are receiv-
ing the accolades you have 
so longed for.

Horoscopes

Thaliak
2nd Astral moon

( March )

if you love living on the cutting if you love living on the cutting 
edge, take those chances. Do 
keep a backup plan in case 
your “risky” behaviors take you 
too far off the radar. 

From 8th will find you teaming From 8th will find you teaming 
up with allies who will help you 
set boundaries for new proj-
ects. They will give you the op-
portunity to gain maximum re-
turns on your investments and 
efforts. 

MENPHINA
1st Umbral moon

( February )

One the 1st you will have One the 1st you will have 
firm awareness and a stead-
fastness to do what you 
need to do to make sure 
your goals are met. Develop 
a clear plan of action and 
eliminate distractions as you 
empower your sense of auempower your sense of au-
thority. 

Look around you and see 
that you are winning the ad-
miration of others. 

Llymlaen
3rd astral moon

( May )

The end of  this moon sees The end of  this moon sees 
you behaving quite fatherly or 
motherly. You will take your 
children to sports events and 
enthuse them with your love of 
the game. Take care that you 
do not get pulled into coaching 
or referring.or referring. That would be fun 
but dangerous. 

Strating on the 6th there is an 
opening for opportunities. 
Patch up wounded relation-
ships & reestablish peace.

Oschon
3rd umbral moon

( june )

Social work and activities will Social work and activities will 
keep you busy this moon,  
The first phase of the moon 
will be secure and if personal 
or professional relationship is 
stressful you will have a 
change to reestablish this re-
lationship and carry on.lationship and carry on.

You will be able to negotiate a 
deal to get out of debt and to 
make others happy. You will 
find someone to be your 
mentor in a new enterprise.
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Byregot
4th astral moon

( July )

During the first half of the During the first half of the 
moon you long to travel. You 
might be able to fill your need 
for travel by attending classes 
or learning a new language. 

YYour sense of adventure and 
travel rises higher on the 20th 
and 21st as spring begins, 
Byregot. Plan your moves 
carefully during these days 
and try not to disturb the 
waters.

Nald'thal
5th umbral moon

( October )

Passion and creativity are high Passion and creativity are high 
in you this moon Nald’thal You 
can set up your excitement 
levels by organizing, painting, 
clearing the outside of your 
environment and home. 

On the On the 11th a new moon phase 
is in exact alignment with 
Menphina and invites harmony 
and love into your home. You 
will be able to heal old hurts 
and seal up wounds that have 
been festering for years.

Azeyma
5th Astral moon

( september )

The first phase of the moon is The first phase of the moon is 
the perfect time to make sure 
all your goals and plans are set 
in stone. Well, maybe soft 
stone. 

Focus your attention as this Focus your attention as this 
moon promises confusing times 
ahead. From the 8th the moon 
phase will shift again bringing 
clarity and you will be able to 
communicate with friends and 
family with conviction and intel-
ligence.ligence.

Rhalgr
4th Umbral moon

( August )

Nothing is sadder than the Nothing is sadder than the 
end of a love affair, Rhalgr. 
This is the moon when affairs 
of the heart must be kept 
open and honest.

 If you have been keeping a  If you have been keeping a 
secret, now is th time to come 
clean and let your significant 
other know your problems. It 
will go better for you if you tell 
your partner by yourself rather 
than waiting for someone else 
to spill the beans. to spill the beans. 

Nophica
6th astral moon

( November )

TTake advantage of this moon 
to finish long term projects. 
You can make them outstand-
ing by taking your time and 
giving attention to detail.

You will find that later in the 
year your hard work this moon 
will pay off . You should be 
able to talk to your party mem-
bers and convince them that 
they need to work and collabo-
rate with you. 

Althyk
6th umbral moon

( December )

This moon will be filled with This moon will be filled with 
plenty of deep thoughts. You 
will not need to say anything 
to your partner or family; they 
will know what you want and 
what you need. 

YYou will strengthen your re-
solve and become both con-
structive and creative. Take 
care of your responsibilities 
today, Althyk. you will need 
organization to get through 
the moon.

Your guide to this moon’s stars with Khan -E-Senna



DR CID+_________________________________________
TANK ‘N SPANK
Hey Dr Cid,

I am in a long term relationship with a I am in a long term relationship with a 
female midlander who has told me that 
she needs more excitement in the bed-
room. She recently divulged to me that 
she fantasizes about being a “damage 
dealer” and me acting as her “tank” 
taking whatever punishment she can 
dish out. S&M is not really my style but I dish out. S&M is not really my style but I 
want to keep her satisfied.

Can you offer any tips?

Widaegelt
Little Ala Mhigo, TN

DR CID SAYS:
Woah ho ho!
There are a few ground rules for S&M 
and number one would have to be the 
“safe” word. The safe word functions as 
a trigger to let the dominator know to 
ease 

“There are a few “There are a few 
ground rules for 

S&M”

ooff if they are causing unbearable pain. 
The safe word should be agreed upon 
by the two of you and should be some-
thing appropriate that does not kill the 
mood, so don't use something like 
“Mother Miounne!” for example.

YOU WANG?
Hey Doc!

I am a larger person who is lucky I am a larger person who is lucky 
enough to have a partner who looks 
past my size however intimacy is diffi-
cult because my wang is tucked away 
in my folds.

 Lyngsath Doesfalksyn
The Bismarck, LN

DR CID SAYS:
This condition is known as “Buried 
Penis” and your only option is to lose 
weight - even then depending on skin 
elasticity you may require skin removal 
surgery.



_________________________________________Get your moonly checkup with MENPHINA’S resident Doctor.

FANG’S FOR NOTHING!
Dear Dr Cid,

Being of the Miqo’te race present chalBeing of the Miqo’te race present chal-
lenges when it comes to giving oral 
sex. My fangs are constantly getting in 
the way and causing considerable pain 
for my sexual partners. I want to know 
if there are alternatives to fang removal 
or shaping as my fangs are just as 
much part of my identity as a Miqo’te much part of my identity as a Miqo’te 
as are my ears and tail.

Hahs Panipahr
Red Rooster Stead, LN

  

DR CID SAYS:
This is a common but not often spoken 
complaint from Miqo’te of both sexes. I 
suggest visiting Momoroon in the East 
Hawkers' Alley, he can supply silicone 
mouth guards known as “Gummerz” to

“This is a common “This is a common 
but n  en spoken 

complaint”
alleviate your issue. Gummerz will also alleviate your issue. Gummerz will also 
allow you to experiment with using your 
teeth for stimulation (just don’t bite 
down). Remember this product is not a 
safety device for contact sport!

A BRIDGE TOO FUR?
Dr Cid,

I've been waking up each morning with 
my sheets covered in fur. I'm scared to 
wash in case it all comes off! 

“I feel like I'm either “I feel like I'm either 
going to be bald or 

smelly!”
My friends have started to notice my un-
hygienic smell and now I feel like I'm 
either going to be bald or smelly! Is there 
anything I can do??

Doyoh Lihzeh
The Knot, TBS

  

DR CID SAYS:
Unfortunately Doyoh I am unable to give Unfortunately Doyoh I am unable to give 
a concise answer as I would need more 
information to make a diagnosis. If you 
haven't already I would suggest visiting 
you nearest clinic as soon as possible.

Possible causes could include hormonal Possible causes could include hormonal 
changes - sometimes from the use of the 
birth control, nervous habits such as 
continual hair pulling or scalp rubbing, 
brushing too vigorously, tight rolling of 
hair curlers, over-bleaching, or the use 
of harsh dyes and chemicals.

So long as the follicles are not damaged So long as the follicles are not damaged 
continue to wash as normal, your fur will 
regrow with care and treatment.

SEND YOUR QUESTIONS TO:
MENPHINA.MAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM



Are you a

DOMINATRIX
or a

DOORMAT
What role suits your 
personality best? 

Take this quiz to find out!

StartHere:
Q1) You’re walking down 
Emerald Avenue in Ul’dah 
and a Flame Sergant is 
eyeing you off. You:

a) Walk over and int
roduce yourself

b) Straighten your p
osture and flaunt you

r    

 body
c) Meet their eyes, sm

ile and continue 

  your journey

d) Give them a wink
 and let your walking

 
d) Give them a wink

 and let your walking
     

     do the talking! 

e) Blush and smile be
fore looking away (a

t   

      anything else!)

Q2) You’re broke. A friend 
suggests working at the 
Miner’s Guild for the night. 
Just dancing, nothing bad. 
You:

a) Take her up on the offer, 
and tease your way to earning a months worth of gil in a 
night! Maybe you’ll come back for a second shift...
b) Politefully decline, you’d b) Politefully decline, you’d 
rather rely on your guild and 
use your body to extort gil in 
other ways.
c) Accept the offer, but spend 
c) Accept the offer, but spend most of the night trying to chat up one or two Elezen in the 
corner, deminishing your tips
d) Are offended by the mere 
suggestion!
e) Consider the offer, accept, e) Consider the offer, accept, 
then change your mind at the last minute and pull out

Q3) Would you, or 
have you, ever nudie 
run through Gridania?

a) Yes!
c) Maybe
e) No



Points:
A = 9
B = 7
C = 5
D = 3
E = 1

For each letter 
you gain a 
number. Add 
these together t

o 

find your perfec
t 

job!

Q4) You’re enjoying a nice dinner at the Bismarck in Limsa Lominsa and a dirty pirate comes up and asks you to, erm, “scrub their deck”. You respond by:
a) Loudly putting them in place, demand they 
pay for you and your friends dinner, then take 
them to your inn room to show them who’s boss
b) You play along and follow them round the 
nearest corner and lay a few punches into their 
stomach, then resume your night out
c) A dirty pirate isn’t your style. The barmaid c) A dirty pirate isn’t your style. The barmaid 
you’ve been eyeing off, however...
d) Quietly ask the pirate to leave, and seek 
consolement from Lyngasth Doesfalksyn
e) Laughing it off as a joke and offer your friend 
the booby prize.
You are a Warrior! You are as dominant as they 
come! You enjoy being in control to the point you 
will take it from others! You are tough, intense and 

will never be a walk over! 

You are a Monk! You are dominant and masculine, but 
not in an overt way. You take pride in yourself and your 
body and you are damn proud of that fact! You enjoy 
the chase, and take your time going in for your kill 

You are a Black Mage! You are 
intelligent, and enjoy lording your 
dominant power over others. You 
love being served by others!

You are a Paladin! You are honour-
able and always in control. However, in 
the bedroom you like to let loose, and 
enjoy the thrill of being dominated!

You are a Bard! You like both 
dominant and submissive roles equally, 
depending on the person on offer! You 
like the chase and love the fun!

You are a Dragoon! The pride yourself on your polearm, 
and the jokes that go along with it! Stop the bravado 
and give into your secret desire to become a sub!

You are a White Mage! You are as
 submissive as they come. You aim to 
please others consistantly and carry these 
same traits to your inn room. Get a back 
bone and try putting people in their place
 -- maybe you’ll enjoy it!

16 - 21

11 - 15

6 - 10

0 - 5



We Get Down

“Oz says he loves 
the feel and smell of 
leather and likes to 
dress this way when 
making Edward his 
bitch” 

A “Ho” on a “Bo”

The 3rd annual Gold Court Parade was held on the 2nd 
sun of the 3rd moon. A good number of people lined the 
streets of Ul’dah mesmerized by the glamour and glitz put 
on to support and celebrate Eorzea’s LGBTQI community. 

The parade kicked off at 7:45pm led by the traditional 
“Ho’s on Bo’s riding from the gate of Thal, down Sapphire 
avenue past the Aetheryte plaza turning left into the 
hallway of the Gladiators guild reaching its finalhallway of the Gladiators guild reaching its final

Parade
Gold Court

withUl’dah’s

destination at the gold court.

Many tropes of queer culture 
were on display from bondage 
and leather to Chocobo cross
dressers.

Many intricate costumes 

were on display.



The
 Pa
rad
e Ro
ute

A C
ho
cob
o c
ros
s d
res
ser

“Ed enjoy’s 
being 
submissive 
and taking 
punishment”

Once the performers and public had all moved into 
the gold court, the beats of DJ Darkhold shook the

room while fireworks went off overhead signalling the start of the 
closing ceremony that would thump on into the early hours of the 
new sun. It was an exhilarating and energentic experience I would 
recommend to anyone.

It is important to remember the event is not focused purely on drunkIt is important to remember the event is not focused purely on drunk-
en shenanigans and partying. In the weeks leading up to the parade 
demonstrations and conferences are held rallying for recognition of 
same sex relationships , health and welbeing of LGBTQI individuals 
and the importance of cultural and industrial contributions of the

LQBTQI community on society.



THERE WILL BE TEXT HERE... EVENTUALLY
2.6 Beta Tester's Confidentiality Obligations
"Confidential Information" shall mean (a) any and all information relating to or contained in the Products, Software, "Confidential Information" shall mean (a) any and all information relating to or contained in the Products, Software, 
Documentation, or other materials supplied to Beta Tester by Company in connection with the Beta Testing, including, 
without limitation, information relating to the performance, conditions, capabilities, and contents of the Products and 
Software, methods of reporting and conducting, modification schedule, modification process and its progress in the Beta 
Testing, AND RECIPIENT'S FEEDBACK, OPINIONS, SUGGESTIONS, AND COMMENTS (POSITIVE AND/OR NEGATIVE) 
REGARDING THE PRODUCT AND THE SOFTWARE, (b) the existence and the terms of this Agreement, (c) the Square 
Enix ID and password used by Beta Tester, or by any other Beta Tester, (d) THE IDENTITY OF BETA TESTER AND THE Enix ID and password used by Beta Tester, or by any other Beta Tester, (d) THE IDENTITY OF BETA TESTER AND THE 
FACT THAT BETA TESTER IS PARTICIPATING IN THE BETA T
EST, and (e) any and all information relating to the future or proposed products, services, or business opera
tions of Company. Confidential Information includes, without limitation, all such information disclosed to Beta Tes            
ter prior to the execution of this Agreement. Beta Tester acknowledges and agrees that the Confidential Information 
constitutes valuable trade secrets of Company and (subject to the other terms of this Section 2.6) agrees to keep Confi-
dential all Confidential Information, and only use Confidential Information in connection with Beta Tester's participation 
in the Beta Test.

Beta Tester shall not disclose, publish, distribute, transmit, post, or otherwise make available, directly or indirectly, any 
Confidential Information to Others. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MAY NOT POST OR PUBLISH IN ANY WAY YOUR EXPERI-
ENCE IN THE BETA TEST OR YOUR OPINION OF THE NON-RETAIL VERSION OF FINAL FANTASY XIV ONLINE. However, 
at some point during the Beta Test, Company may officially announce on the official Beta Test website or via email that 
certain specified materials may be uploaded and published.

However, Beta Tester may disclose the Confidential Information in accordance with a judicial or governmental order; 
provided, however, that Beta Tester shall give Company a written notice prior to disclosure within a reasonable time and 
shall cooperate with Company in any efforts to obtain a protective order or its equivalent and shall comply with the 
same.

Confidential Information will not, however, include any information that Recipient can prove by documentation (a) was Confidential Information will not, however, include any information that Recipient can prove by documentation (a) was 
publicly known and made generally available in the public domain prior to the time of disclosure to Beta Tester by Com-
pany, (b) became publicly known and made generally available after disclosure to Beta Tester by Company through no 
action or inaction of Beta Tester, or (c) was in the possession of Beta Tester, without confidentiality restrictions, at the 
time of disclosure by Company, as shown by Beta Tester's files and records. BETA TESTER HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES 
AND AGREES THAT, EVEN AFTER THE COMMERCIAL VERSION OF THE PRODUCT HAS BEEN RELEASED TO THE 
PUBLIC, BETA TESTER'S CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS SHALL CONTINUE, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY PUBLIC, BETA TESTER'S CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS SHALL CONTINUE, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY 
SET FORTH HEREIN.

Beta Tester shall compensate Company for expenses incurred and any damages sustained by the Company as a result 
of breach of this Section 2.6 by the Beta Tester or by an individual receiving Confidential Information from Beta Tester in 
violation of this Section 2.6.

Beta Tester, in reporting feedback, opinions, suggestions, and comments to Company, shall not make an account of any 
personal matter pertaining to Beta Tester or Others. 
2.6 Beta Tester's Confidentiality Obligations
"Confidential Information" shall mean (a) any and all information relating to or contained in the Products, Software, "Confidential Information" shall mean (a) any and all information relating to or contained in the Products, Software, 
Documentation, or other materials supplied to Beta Tester by Company in connection with the Beta Testing, including, 
without limitation, information relating to the performance, conditions, capabilities, and contents of the Products and 
Software, methods of reporting and conducting, modification schedule, modification process and its progress in the Beta 
Testing, AND RECIPIENT'S FEEDBACK, OPINIONS, SUGGESTIONS, AND COMMENTS (POSITIVE AND/OR NEGATIVE) 
REGARDING THE PRODUCT AND THE SOFTWARE, (b) the existence and the terms of this Agreement, (c) the Square 
Enix ID and password used by Beta Tester, or by any other Beta Tester, (d) THE IDENTITY OF BETA TESTER AND THE Enix ID and password used by Beta Tester, or by any other Beta Tester, (d) THE IDENTITY OF BETA TESTER AND THE 
FACT THAT BETA TESTER IS PARTICIPATING IN THE BETA TEST, and (e) any and all information relating to the future 
or proposed products, services, or business operations of Company. Confidential Information includes, without limita-
tion, all such information disclosed to Beta Tester prior to the execution of this Agreement. Beta Tester acknowledges 
and agrees that the Confidential Information constitutes valuable trade secrets of Company and (subject to the other 
terms of this Section 2.6) agrees to keep Confidential all Confidential Information, and only use Confidential Information 
in connection with Beta Tester's participation in the Beta Test.

Beta Tester shall not disclose, publish, distribute, transmit, post, or otherwise make available, directly or indirectly, any 
Confidential Information to Others. IN OTHER WORDS, YOU MAY NOT POST OR PUBLISH IN ANY WAY YOUR EXPERI-
ENCE IN THE BETA TEST OR YOUR OPINION OF THE NON-RETAIL VERSION OF FINAL FANTASY XIV ONLINE. However, 
at some point during the Beta Test, Company may officially announce on the official Beta Test website or via email that 
certain specified materials may be uploaded and published.

However, Beta Tester may disclose the Confidential Information in accordance with a judicial or governmental order; 
provided, however, that Beta Tester shall give Company a written notice prior to disclosure within a reasonable time and 
shall cooperate with Company in any efforts to obtain a protective order or its equivalent and shall comply with the 
same.

Confidential Information will not, however, include any information that Recipient can prove by documentation (a) was Confidential Information will not, however, include any information that Recipient can prove by documentation (a) was 
publicly known and made generally available in the public domain prior to the time of disclosure to Beta Tester by Com-
pany, (b) became publicly known and made generally available after disclosure to Beta Tester by Company through no 
action or inaction of Beta Tester, or (c) was in the possession of Beta Tester, without confidentiality restrictions, at the 
time of disclosure by Company, as shown by Beta Tester's files and records. BETA TESTER HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGES 
AND AGREES THAT, EVEN AFTER THE COMMERCIAL VERSION OF THE PRODUCT HAS BEEN RELEASED TO THE 
PUBLIC, BETA TESTER'S CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS SHALL CONTINUE, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY PUBLIC, BETA TESTER'S CONFIDENTIALITY OBLIGATIONS SHALL CONTINUE, EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY 

Breaking
the

NDA
(non-disclosure agreement)
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Ingredients:

6 large Rolanberries

4-5 Blood Currants

1/2 cup of Sweet Cream

1/2 cup of Whole Buffalo Milk

Directions:
First, blend rolanberries, blood currants and buffalo First, blend rolanberries, blood currants and buffalo 
milk together until the berries are well blended. 
Then add sweet cream and whip for just a little bit 
so smoothie remians thick.

Garnish with Galago Mint, serve and consume 
immediately

Thick Rolanberry Smoothie

Zesty Ruby Tomato Juice

HEALTH

Duration: 30:00
Recast Time: 0:05EXP: +3%Craftsmanship: +20% 
(up to 5)Perception: +20% (up to 5)
(up to 5)

Durat
ion: 3

0:00

Recas
t Time

: 0:05

EXP: 
+3%

MP: +
10%

(up to
 50)

Magic
 Craft

sman
ship: 

Magic
 Craft

sman
ship: 

+18%
 

(up to
 7)

Ingredients:

3 pounds very ripe Ruby Tomatoes, cored, 
roughly chopped

1 1/4 cups chopped Cieldalaes Spinach with 
leaves

1/3 cup chopped Wild Onion

2 Tbsp sugar (to taste)2 Tbsp sugar (to taste)

1 teaspoon of Table Salt

1 pinch of Black Pepper

1/2 of a Dragon Pepper

Directions:
Put all ingredients into a large non-reactive pot Put all ingredients into a large non-reactive pot 
(use stainless steel, not aluminum). Bring to a 
simmer and cook, uncovered, until mixture is 

completely soupy, about 25 minutes.

Force mixture through a sieve, chinoise, or food 
mill. Cool completely.

Serve with garnish of Highland Parsley



Thancred
Cid Garlond

Derplander

Hildibrand

Male / Hyur / Midlander

Male / Hyur / Midlander

Unknown/ Hyur / Highlander

Engineer / Doctor

Casanova

Inspector

Meat Axe / Underwear Model
21 Cycles

28 Cycles

32 Cycles

My Score

My Score

My Score

My Score

26 Cycles

Male / Hyur / Midlander

“This one. 
We’ll Start with This one’ 

“My Name is Hildibrand,
agent of inquiry!

Inspector extrordinaire!”

“Very well, I shall reveal all...
but not here.”

“Damned thing seemed Rather 
taken with me.

Any idea why that might be?”



Wandering Minstrel

Papalymo

Urianger Augerelt

Male / Hyur / Midlander

Male / Hyur / Highlander

Male / Elezen / Wildwood
Man of Mystery

Grand Company Leader

Goobbue Tamer

Member of the Circle of Knowing
28 Cycles

37 Cycles

42 Cycles

30 Cycles

“Ne’er till land consumes sun can
sea bear moons.”

“They will beg our mercy...
AND WE WILL NAME IT’S PRICE!”

“This polished horn emits a deep,
 bellowing tone that creates 

subtle vibrations”

“Aye we only nearly
died Thrice...”

My Score

My Score

My Score

My Score

 Male / Lalafell / Plainsfolk

Raubahn Aldynn



Ala M
higan
 Capta
in

Alberic

Male /
 Hyur 
/ High
lande
r

Male /
 Hyur /
 Midla
nder

Resist
ance L
eader

Retire
d Drag
oon

48 Cyc
les

35 Cyc
les

My Sco
re

My Sco
re

“Wh
ile I
 ap
pre
ciat
e yo
ur e
nth
usia
sm,

 you
r co
mp
anio
n's 
dec
ision

 mu
st b
e hi
s ow

n”

“Ou
r fa
ith 
in h
er l
end
s st
ren
gth

 to 
our
 lan
ce a
rms
.”.



ADVENTURERS GUIDE TO
THE BEST SWAGGERever

<GRIDANIAN SPARTHA
Required Level: 50
Requires: GLA PLD

Damage 90 Delay 2.5 DPS 
36.00 Slashing 100%
Accuracy+15 Parry+10

DECORATED BUCK-
LER>

Required Level: 34
Requires: GLA THM PLD 

BLM
Block Rate 60 Block 47
Evasion+6 (HQ:+7)

VIPER-CRESTED ROUND 
SHIELD v

Required Level: 25
Requires: GLA CNJ PLD WHM

Block Rate 39 Block 29

Dagge
rs

SWORDS,
SHIELD’S &

FIST’S &
AXE’S

<COBALT SHAMSHIR
Required Level: 46
Requires: GLA PLD
Damage 80 Delay 2.6 
DPS 30.76 Slashing 100%
AttAttack Power+5 Critical 

Hit Rating+5

COBALT WINGLET >
Required Level: 49
Requires: GLA PLD

Damage 90 Delay 2.6 DPS 
34.61 Slashing 100%

Accuracy+5 Attack Power+5

GRIDANIAN LABRYŜ
Required Level: 50
Requires: MRD WAR

Damage 159 Delay 4.2 DPS 
37.85 Slashing 100%
Accuracy+15 Parry+10

<CHARRED AXE
Required Level: 30
Requires: MRD WAR

Damage 60 Delay 4 DPS 15.00 Slashing 
100%

Mind+2 AttMind+2 Attack Power+7 Critical Hit 
Rating+9 Magic Evasion+2

LOMINSAN-
BAGHNAKHS
Required Level: 40
Requires: PGL MNK
Damage 80 Delay 3.2 
DPS 25.00 Blunt 100%
Attack Power+10

GRIDANIAN HORÂ
Required Level: 50
Requires: PGL MNK

Damage 112 Delay 2.9 DPS 
38.62 Blunt 100%

CCritical Hit Rating+25 
Parry+1idanian Hora
Required Level: 50



LANCE’S 
&

POLEARM’S

BOW
&

ARROW

WAND’S
&

STAVE’S
UL’DAHNWAND v
Required Level: 40
Requires: CNJ WHM
Damage 27 Delay 3 DPS 
9.00 Blunt 100%

Attack Magic Potency+10

ASH LONGBOW^
Required Level: 19
Requires: ARC BRD

Damage 22 Delay 4.2 DPS 8.33 
Projectile 100%

AAccuracy+7 Attack Power+7 
Critical Hit Rating+5

<LOMINSAN SPEAR
Required Level: 30
Requires: LNC DRG

Damage 51 Delay 3.5 DPS 14.57 
Piercing 100%

HHP+10 Strength+2 Accuracy+5 
Attack Power+10

MYTHRIL LANCE>
Required Level: 40
Requires: LNC DRG

Damage 93 Delay 3.7 DPS 
25.13 Piercing 100%

AttAttack Power+18 Critical 
Hit Rating+8

ÂLESONE’S SONGBOW
Required Level: 50
Requires: ARC BRD

Damage 95 Delay 4.1 DPS 36.82 
Projectile 100%

Accuracy-20 Attack Power+40

TAURUS STAFF ̂
Optimal Level: 30
Requires: THM BLM

Damage 23 Delay 4 DPS 5.75 
Blunt 100%

HHP+8 Intelligence+2 Mind+2 
Magic Accuracy+7 Magic 
Critical Hit Rating+7

ELECTRUM SCEPTER v
Required Level: 43
Requires: THM BLM
Damage 30 Delay 3 DPS 
10.00 Blunt 100%

AttAttack Magic Potency+7 
(HQ:+8) Magic Accura-

cy+17

< HEART OF HOUSE
D'ARLENDRE
Required Level: 30
Requires: CNJ WHM

Damage 25 Delay 4.2 DPS 5.95 
Blunt 100%

DDexterity+3 Piety+3 Evasion+3 
Attack Magic Potency+14 



One EigLeader
Syn Maris

Officers
Itz Coatl
Katy Perry
Alvarion Lazuul
Kueni DeepclawKueni Deepclaw
Finnick Odair
Locien Galadiir
Macabre Nephalim

Members
Ali Algbry
Lady Ethergeist
Aurora DelacroixAurora Delacroix
Chrono Swisher
Kellogs Bombs
Nyu Bombs
Black Hole
Kuroki Kaze
Randal Thor
Sosuke KatarSosuke Katar
Spooky Dankwood
Yagami Light 

(Sargatanas)
One Eig

Our fondest memory is taking 
down Garuda for the first time. 
Epic moment on mumble; every-
one went 

VOIP: Mumble
Website: Forthcoming
Podcasts are available
Category: Casual Endgame Shell
XIVpads Ranking:N/A at time of print
FFXIVPro Ranking: N/A at time of print

Interested 
in being in 
next 
months 
issue?

OOOOOOOOOOHHhhhhh
h



ht Seven*
LINKSHELL ACTIVITIES

We are a Progression 
LinkShell who do events casually;

Moogle
Ifrit

Garuda
Aurum ValeAurum Vale

Hamlet Defense

“We want to down the content 
and have fun doing it (while being
efficent) If you stop having fun, then 
it’s becoming a job (which we do
 not want) ...We have expectations
of members, well geared and of members, well geared and 
being prompt. No favourites, 
no cliques, but we always 

try and get  everyone a fair share of gear”One Eight Se
ven IS recru

iting 

come the st
art of 2.0!

(so keep an
 eye out!)

Syn Maris
Linkshell Leader

*Formerly known as: 
Come Honor Chest
Purple Parrots

YOLO
Lifestream

Kara



Floral 
& Fauna

with Haku During my travels across various lands I have encountered various plants
and wildlife and although I stake no claim in a profession of such things, I feel it is 
my duty as a noble Lalafell to do my best to educate the minds of those less 
developed for the lack of a better term. Actually I could have a use dimwit or 
simpleton or even Roegad.. eh, I mean Goobbue of course. But I digress, this month’s spotlight is none other than the lovely greenery 
know as belladonna and although it appears very plain from other falmboyant fauna 
I assure you the true brilliance of the this lovely little plant is through it’s various use. 
In fact Belladonna is a main ingredient in both Sleeping Powder and Reviving Salts, 
and although this makes no sense at all it is quite fathomable to imagine the 
convenience of having a sleeping powder on hand in difficult circumstances.

 Just imagine my delight when I realized that 
the constant emotional drain of a female Miqo’tes 
day to day drama could be easily avoided by 
blowing a generous amount of sleeping powder 
directly into the face of such Miqo’te. Of course 
when it was time to treasure hunt for goodies a 
quick sprinkle of rquick sprinkle of reviving salts over the limp less 
Miqo’te got her straight up and ready for the 
adventure bypassing the monotonous clamoring of
a complaining kitty.
 
 I encourage all males to carry sleeping 
powder and reviving salts on hand from sun up to 
moon down not literally down just in the sense of 
time, Byregot willing, we should not suffer through 
the drama of these incredible sexy but all too 
often emotional kitties.

Belladonna
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